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Introduction

Contributions:

- We proposed CMATP, a novel approach leveraging Transformer Networks

with attentive focus for trajectory prediction.

- CMATP fully leverages coordinates and video context through multimodal

transformers, to capture dynamic visual information.

- Our architecture includes a cross-attention module for temporal

consistency.

- It employs convolutional feature extraction and a bimodal transformer,

enhancing prediction accuracy while maintaining computational efficiency

by leveraging two input modalities.

- It efficiently captures intricate spatio-temporal interactions in dynamic scene

contexts without additional computational power.

Approach

Datasets:

- ETH and UCY: acquired from surveillance videos capturing
pedestrians on sidewalks and annotated with location
coordinates. They contain real-world pedestrian trajectories
with rich human-human and human-object interaction
scenarios.
• ETH [1]: two scenes (ETH and Hotel) taken from a bird's

eye view, with hundreds of pedestrian trajectories
engaged in walking activities.

• UCY [2]: three scenes (Zara1, Zara2, and Univ) taken
from a bird's eye view with standing/walking activities.

Metrics:

- Average Displacement Error (ADE)
- Final Displacement Error (FDE)
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- CMATP: an attention-based Transformer Network for pedestrian trajectory prediction.

- Using attention mechanisms for dynamic scene context and a cross-attention mechanism to capture

complex relationships, improving performance.

- Generating future-conditional predictions while respecting dynamic constraints and providing full

probability distributions, making it suitable for robotic tasks.

- Demonstration of the effectiveness of Cross Attention in enhancing the model's performance.

- CMATP has significant potential for advancing pedestrian trajectory prediction and transportation safety.
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Context and Issues:

- Accurate prediction of human movement is crucial for applications, like

autonomous driving and surveillance.

- Challenges include dynamic interactions between agents, complex

environments, long-term dependencies, and the multimodality of human

motion.

- Recent research has leveraged DL to enhance prediction accuracy but still

faces difficulties, especially in capturing unexpected scenarios.

- Having a simple architecture using a 2D CNN combined with a transformer

allows us to capture the dynamic scene context, understand both static and

dynamic elements, and achieve better performance in scenarios with rapid

motion changes and moving obstacles.

Ablation study : Effect of Cross attention
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